
Risk & Compliance
Email Information Security

Stop Confidential Information from Getting Emailed 
to Unintended Recipients

SendConfirm is used by Fortune 500 companies, multi-national law and 
financial firms, and companies in other sectors working with confidential 
information to manage email risk and compliance.

WHAT WE OFFER
Businesses need to comply with national, 
international, data-privacy and, where applicable, 
industry-specific regulations.

These laws include GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, FINRA, 
POPIA, PEPIDA.

In order to stay compliant, businesses need to ensure 
that confidential or sensitive information does not get 
emailed to unintended recipients.

Unfortunately, it is too easy to accidentally send 
emails to the wrong people in Microsoft Outlook.

Outlook “features” like Auto-Complete and Reply-All 
make these mistakes too easy.

SendConfirm works inside Microsoft Outlook 
(Desktop or OWA) and detects and prompts the user 
automatically as emails are being sent out.

SendConfirm gets users to confirm recipients and 
attachments before emails are sent out. 

We also have advanced versions that can detect and 
warn or block potentially sensitive, confidential or 
non-compliant emails.



Confirm Recipients and Attachments before Send
Get Users to confirm both attachments and recipients before emails are sent. 
Setup filters to control if the prompt is displayed for all emails or external emails 
only. 

WWW.STANDSS.COM/SENDCONFIRM_M365

Please Contact Us at sales@standss.com

Include your phone number (if possible) and our team will contact you to give you more 
information, arrange a demo and/or setup a trial.

You can also find additional information at our website.

Why SendConfirm?

Prevent Accidental Data 
Disclosure

Improve Compliance

Reduce Risk

Improve Security 
Awareness

Key Benefits

Centralized Deployment, Configuration and Management

Configure, lock down, deploy and manage settings using GPO, Office 365 
(Exchange) Admin Center or their preferred deployment tool.

Supported on Outlook Desktop and OWA

Office 365 users are now accessing multiple devices to send emails. SendConfirm 
works on both Outlook Desktop and OWA (and will support Outlook on Mobile 
once Microsoft opens the required interface)

Users have to confirm 
recipients and attachments 
before emails are sent out.

Automatically detect and 
warn/block non-compliant 
emails

Show that you have taken 
the necessary steps to 
reduce human errors

Link directly to your 
organization’s email security 
policies.

Advanced Options Available
• Data Loss Prevention (DLP): Detect and Prompt/Warn or Block Sensitive 

Content

• Send Rules: Use the SendRules engine to define and run your own Checks and 
Actions on outgoing emails

• Log and report user actions for impact assessment, additional protection and 
audit trail

• Centralized deployment, configuration and management
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